Pupils’
Parliament
Minutes for Summer Term 1
Apologies
Adam
Mrs Sexton
We first listened to everyone’s responses to the questions we created last time.
1. What roles should Playground Leader do in our school?
Each playground leader needs to wear a jacket or something to identify that they can help, for example a
cap (similar to KS1).
Monitors for different areas of the playground:
Gym equipment
Trim trail
Referees for football matches
Courtyard
Hall
Line
Climbing frame
Make sure the sign whether children can go on the field is correct.
Play games
Help with issues when you fall out.
Make sure that anyone on the buddy bench has someone to play with
It was also suggested that playground leaders can give house points and also report anything that concerns
them to an adult straight away.
Play leaders should not be just Y6, but people from each class.
2. What qualities should a good Playground Leader have?
Firm but fair – this was emphasised by lots of members of parliament so is very important.
Don’t be bossy – again this point was emphasised again and again.
Listen carefully to both sides of the argument before trying to help, and know when to ask an adult for help.
Don’t be bossy
All the B’s
Good problem solver.
Must be committed to the role throughout the year/term.
Understand the situation.
Resourceful - lots of ideas for games.
Caring

Empathetic
Mature
Co-operative
Kind
Responsible
Patient
Calm
Resilient – don’t stop doing your job.
3. What suggestions does your class have to improve certain issues on the playground?
Netball and other ball games to be allowed on the netball court on the back yard.
Football should only be on the field and the top yard, allowing enough space for
people to use the throw shot by Y4J. Or could it be moved to a safer place?
Could a fence be purchased to go across the bottom of the top yard to stop balls flying down and hurting
people?
No football on the back yard before lunch.
A Welfare Supervisor permanently on the top yard to supervise games and help when people get hurt.
Create a rota for the exercise equipment, so that people don’t have to wait so long (not on the same day as
the climbing frame).
PP READ OUT THESE SUGGESTIONS TO YOUR CLASS AND BRING TO THE NEXT MEETING ANY
COMMENTS MADE.
Any other business
Miss Field has given all our suggestions to Miss Drabble who is the project leader. Miss Field is also meeting
Martin Clist (Thornbridge) to ask him for any suggestions to the plan.
Date of next meeting
Friday 7th June
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